Curriculum Committee
MINUTES
October 22, 2012

Members Present
Boyd Trolinger, Chairperson
Rudy Flores, Dean
Dr. Sandy Sloan, Business Computer Info Systems
Dr. Leslie Henson, English
Carrie Roberson, Academic Senate (for S. Bartlett)
Morgan Brynnan, Library
Tina Day, Associate Faculty, Language Education
John Dahlgren, Drafting
Elaine Hegeman, Student
Jennifer White, Associate Faculty, English
Susan Carey, Articulation Officer
Dr. Robert White, Physics
Kam Bull, Dean (for D. Danielson)

Members Absent
Dave Welton, Associate Faculty, Radio-TV-Film
Tamsen Herrick, Mathematics
Stacey Bartlett, Academic Senate
Dr. Samia Yaqub, VP Student Learning
Mark Latham, Music
David Danielson, Dean
Dr. Jo Anne Cripe, Life Management

Guests Present
Mario Vela, Physical Education/Kinesiology
Dave Cooper, Art

AGENDA

1. Agenda Approval
   Motion to approve Agenda; J. Dahlgren, Second: R. White, Approval: Unanimous

2. Approval of Minutes
   A. October 15, 2012
   Motion to approve Minutes; R. White, Second: S. Hammond, Approval: Unanimous with abstentions: M. Brynnan, C. Roberson and R. Flores

3. Consent Agenda
   A. New Courses
      1. NSG 70 – Theory Integration Seminar II (1 Unit)
      2. SOC 10 – Introduction to Crime and Society (3 Units)

   B. General Education
      1. PSY 15 – Lifespan Psychology
         IGETC 4J; CSU D9; Butte B
      2. SOC 10 – Introduction to Crime and Society
         Request for UC Transferability
         IGETC 4J; CSU D0; Butte B

   C. Course Modifications
      1. DSPS 204 – Fundamentals of Reading
      2. DSPS 206 – Fundamentals of Math
      3. DSPS 210 – Adaptive Computer Lab
      4. NSG 64 – Transition to ADN Nursing I
      5. NSG 65 – Transition to ADN Nursing II
      6. NSG 68 – Clinical Nursing III
      7. RT 145 – Advanced Respiratory Care Procedures
D. Course Prerequisite/Co-requisite Modifications
1. NSG 60 – Maternity Nursing
2. NSG 61 – Pharmacology
3. NSG 62 – Medical-Surgical Nursing II
4. NGS 63 – Pediatric Nursing
5. NSG 65 – Transition to ADN Nursing II
6. NSG 66 – Clinical Nursing II
7. NSG 67 – Complex Medical/Surgical Nursing III
8. NSG 68 – Clinical Nursing III
9. NSG 69 – Gerontology/Community Based Nursing
10. NSG 71 – Theory Integration Seminar III
11. NSG 74 – Nursing Leadership and Management of Patient Care
12. NSG 77 – Complex Medical/Surgical Nursing IV
13. NSG 78 – Clinical Nursing IV
14. NSG 79 – Mental Health/Psychiatric
15. NSG 81 – Theory Integration Seminar IV

E. Distance Learning
1. PSY 24 – Psychology of Sleep, Dreams and Archetypes
   Online Modality
   Motion to approve Consent Agenda; S. Carey, Second: S. Hammond, Approval: Unanimous
   with one abstention: M. Brynnan

4. Pending Business
   A. Course Modifications
      1. ANTH 4 – Cultural Anthropology
         Changes in examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap
         (from 45 to 35); Effective Term: Spring 2013
      2. ANTH 13 – Magic, Witchcraft and Religion
         Changes in examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap
         (from 45 to 35); Effective Term: Spring 2013
      3. ANTH 14 – Language and Culture
         Changes in examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap
         (from 45 to 35); Effective Term: Spring 2013
      4. ANTH 16 – Archeology and Ancient Societies
         Changes in examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap
         (from 45 to 35); Effective Term: Spring 2013
      5. ANTH 18 – World Cultures
         Changes in examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap
         (from 45 to 35); Effective Term: Spring 2013
      6. ANTH 32 – Native Americans
         Changes in examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap
         (from 45 to 35); Effective Term: Spring 2013
      7. ANTH 33 – Ancient Mesoamerica
         Changes in examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap
         (from 45 to 35); Effective Term: Spring 2013
      8. ANTH/MCS 34 – Native Americans Today
         Changes in examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap
         (from 45 to 35); Effective Term: Spring 2013
9. **ART 2 – Art History Survey I**
Changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; (C-ID: ARTH 110); **Effective Term: Spring 2013**

10. **ART 4 – Art History Survey II**
Changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; (C-ID: ARTH 120); **Effective Term: Spring 2013**

11. **ART 50 – Beginning Ceramics**
Changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; (C-ID: ARTS 230); **Effective Term: Spring 2013**

   Dave Cooper represented Art
   - S. Carey: How closely do these courses align with C-ID?
   - D. Cooper: Very closely. There is no additional content
   - B. Trolinger: The only difference between these courses and the C-ID courses is the title of ART 50. We decided to keep it “Beginning” instead of “Introduction” so it aligns with the other titles in the series “Intermediate” and “Advanced”

Motion to vote on ART 2, 4, and 50 as a block and place on Consent Agenda; S. Carey, Second: J. Dahlgren, Approval: Unanimous

12. **BCIS/BUS 13 – Business Communication**
Change in recommended prep (From English Level III to English Level IV); Changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap (from 40 to 30); **Effective Term: Spring 2013**

13. **POS 2 – United States Government**
Changes in examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap (from 45 to 35); **Effective Term: Spring 2013**

14. **POS 3 – Comparative Politics**
Changes in examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap (from 45 to 35); **Effective Term: Spring 2013**

15. **POS 12 – California State and Local Government**
Changes in examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap (from 45 to 35); **Effective Term: Spring 2013**

16. **POS 14 – Politics of Third World Nations**
Changes in examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap (from 45 to 35); **Effective Term: Spring 2013**

17. **POS 16 – Vital Political Problems**
Changes in examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap (from 45 to 35); **Effective Term: Spring 2013**

18. **POS 18 – International Relations**
Changes in examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in pedagogical cap (from 45 to 35); **Effective Term: Spring 2013**

These items remain on pending

5. **New Business**
   A. **Major Course Modifications**
   1. **KIN 2 – Introduction to Coaching**
   Change in subject (was PE); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in discipline (remove “Coaching”); **Effective Term: Fall 2013**
2. **KIN 9 – Introduction to Personal Fitness Training**  
   Change in subject and number (was PE 40); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in TOP code (from 083500-Physical Education to 083520-Fitness Trainer); Effective Term: Fall 2013

3. **KIN 10 – Personal Fitness Training Practicum**  
   Change in subject and number (was PE 41); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in TOP code (from 083500-Physical Education to 083520-Fitness Trainer); Effective Term: Fall 2013

4. **KIN 29 – Body Sculpting**  
   Change in subject and number (was PE 54); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; Effective Term: Fall 2013

5. **KIN 36 – Gentle Aerobics and Movement**  
   Change in subject and number (was PE 80); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; Effective Term: Fall 2013

6. **KIN 40 – Jazz Dance**  
   Change in subject and number (was PE 14); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; Effective Term: Fall 2013

7. **KIN 41 – Gentle Yoga**  
   Change in subject and number (was PE 73); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; Effective Term: Fall 2013

8. **KIN 47 – Stress Management Techniques and Exercise**  
   Change in subject and number (was PE 74); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; Effective Term: Fall 2013

9. **KIN 48 – Stretching for Life**  
   Change in subject and number (was PE 59); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; Effective Term: Fall 2013

10. **KIN 52 – Walking for Fitness**  
    Change in subject and number (was PE 21); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; Effective Term: Fall 2013
Change in subject and number (was PE 20); change in title (was “Cardiovascular Fitness/Jogging”); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; **Effective Term: Fall 2013**

12. **KIN 54 – Aquatics**
Change in subject and number (was PE 15); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in TOP code (from 083500-Physical Education to 083570-Aquatics and Lifesaving); **Effective Term: Fall 2013**

13. **KIN 55 – Lifeguard Training**
Change in subject and number (was PE 79); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in discipline (remove “Recreation Administration”); **Effective Term: Fall 2013**

14. **KIN 57 – Archery**
Change in subject and number (was PE 30); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; **Effective Term: Fall 2013**

15. **KIN 60 – Bowling**
Change in subject and number (was PE 25); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation and examples of assignments; **Effective Term: Fall 2013**

16. **KIN 61 – Golf**
Change in subject and number (was PE 26); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation and examples of assignments; **Effective Term: Fall 2013**

17. **KIN 62 – Tennis**
Change in subject and number (was PE 29); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; **Effective Term: Fall 2013**

18. **KIN 63 – Track and Field**
Change in subject and number (was PE 28); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation and examples of assignments; **Effective Term: Fall 2013**

19. **KIN 65 – Soccer**
Change in subject and number (was PE 33); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; **Effective Term: Fall 2013**
20. **KIN 67 – Non-Contact Football**  
Change in subject and number (was PE 35); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation and examples of assignments; *Effective Term: Fall 2013*

21. **KIN 75 – Jujitsu**  
Change in subject and number (was PE 92); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; *Effective Term: Fall 2013*

22. **KIN 76 – Aikido**  
Change in subject and number (was PE 77); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in discipline (remove “Dance”); *Effective Term: Fall 2013*

23. **KIN 77 – Karate**  
Change in subject and number (was PE 56); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; change in discipline (add “Coaching”); *Effective Term: Fall 2013*

24. **KIN 78 – Taekwondo**  
Change in subject and number (was PE 57); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; *Effective Term: Fall 2013*

25. **KIN 93 – Pep Activities**  
Change in subject and number (was PE 72); change in units (from 0.5-1.75 to 1.5); change in hours (from 6-17 Lec/11-34 Lab to 17 Lec/34 lab); change in repeats (from Repeat 3 times to Not Repeatable); changes in catalog description, objectives, unit titles, methods of instruction, methods of evaluation, examples of assignments and materials of instruction; *Effective Term: Fall 2013*

Mario Vela represented Physical Education/Kinesiology

- Changing name from Physical Education to Kinesiology
- Removing repeatability with the exception of varsity sports
- Changed units from 1.75 to 1.5 to fall within the guidelines of the TMC requirements
- Changed all variable unit to fixed unit
- The only open/entry exit, variable unit course remaining will be KIN 51 (PE 8)
- Families are still being worked out. They will be presented later this semester. Looking at approximately 10-12 families with some new courses being developed.

Committee Suggestions:

- S. Carey: Are you renumbering all your courses?  
  M. Vela: Yes, everything. The numbers have been organized by content
- S. Carey: Suggest putting a chart in the catalog so counselors and students can see the cross-walk of old numbers to new numbers
- M. Vela: A statement on the sections in WebAdvisor would also be helpful (e.g. “Formerly PE-8”)

Motion to vote on all KIN courses as a block; R. White, Second: E. Hegeman, Approval: Unanimous
• KIN 2: Catalog description: Start with “This course examines…”
• KIN 9: Catalog description: Last sentence end with “… and examined and practical skills will be demonstrated.”
• KIN 10: Catalog description: Change “weight room, program design” to “weight room and program design”
• KIN 40: Out of class 1: Add “…and be prepared to discuss in class.”
• KIN 41: Out of class 1: Add “…and analyze the process in a short essay.”
• KIN 53: Catalog description: Remove from second sentence “will be examined”
• KIN 54: Out of class 1: Add “…and be prepared to discuss in class.”
• KIN 55: Catalog description: Start with “This course improves…”
• KIN 60: Catalog description: Start with “This course improves…”
• KIN 63: Out of class 2: Add: “Write a two page short write addressing the techniques you viewed.”
• KIN 65: Catalog description: Start with “This course improves…”
• KIN 75: Catalog description: Start with “This course teaches…”
• KIN 60: Out of class 2: Change to “… and create a brief outline…”

Motion to place all KIN courses on Consent Agenda; S. Carey, Second: S. Hammond, Approval: Unanimous

B. Course Deletions (Information Only): Effective Fall 2012
1. AJLE 143 – Arrest and Control/Baton Instructor Updates
   Core choice; AA Social and Behavioral Science
2. AJLE 144 – Arrest and Control/Baton Instructor
   Core choice; AA Social and Behavioral Science
3. AJLE 145 – Firearms Instructor Update
   Core choice; AA Social and Behavioral Science
4. AJLE 146 – Fish and Game Field Training Officer Course
   Core choice; AA Social and Behavioral Science
5. AJLE 147 – Fish and Game Field Training Officer Update
   Core choice; AA Social and Behavioral Science
6. AJLE 154 – Active Shooter First Responder Instructor
   Core choice; AA Social and Behavioral Science
7. AJLE 155 – Active Shooter Supervisor Instructor
   Core choice; AA Social and Behavioral Science
8. CSL 33 – Women Awareness/Career Development
9. EH 50 – Beginning Floral Design
   Elective choice AS Agriculture Science
10. EH 51 – Advanced Floral Design
    Elective choice: AS Agriculture Science
11. FSC 24(A-Z) – California Fire Academy Regional Courses
12. FSC 24B – Fire Command 1A
13. FSC 24C – Fire Command 1B
14. FSC 24D – Fire Management I
15. FSC 24E – Instructor 1A
16. FSC 24F – Instructor 1B

Misspelled words: commitment (C2), exercises (B2), aquatic safety (B1)
17. FSC 24G – Fire Investigation I
18. FSC 24H – Fire Prevention 1A
19. FSC 24I – Fire Prevention 1B
20. FSC 24O – Fire Management 2B
21. FSC 24P – Fire Command 2E
22. FSC 24Q – Fire Command 2A
23. FSC 24R – Fire Management 2A
24. FSC 24S – Fire Command 2B
25. FSC 24V – Fire Command 2C
26. FSC 24W – Fire Command 2D
27. FSC 24X – ICS-400
28. FSC 24Y – Fire Management 2E
29. FSC 24Z – Fire Management 2C
30. FSC 107A – Extended Firefighter I Academy
31. FSC 107B – Extended Firefighter I Academy
32. FSC 201B – First Responder Operational Decontamination
33. FSC 201C – First Responder Operational
34. FSC 201F – Hazardous Waste Operations Technician
35. FSC 201G – Hazwoper Refresher
36. FSC 203A – Hired Equipment Fireline Safety
37. FSC 203B – River and Flood Rescue Operations
38. FSC 203C – River and Flood Rescue Technician
39. FSC 203D – River and Flood Boat-Rescue Operations
40. FSC 203F – Fire Management 2D
41. FSC 203H – Rescue Systems I
42. FSC 203I – Division/Group Supervisor
43. FSC 203J – Low Angle Rope Rescue Operations
44. FSC 203K – S-346 Situation Unit Leader
45. FSC 203M – Advanced Officer Perishable Skills
46. FSC 203P – Fireline Assessment Method (FLAME)
47. FSC 203Q – Fireline Assessment Method (FLAME) and Basic Fire Behavior
48. FSC 203S – Wildland Firefighter Safety and Survival
49. FSC 203T – Fire Command Software
50. FSC 203U – S-347 Demobilization Unit Leader
51. FSC 203V – I-365 Time Unit Leader
52. FSC 203W – S-244/245 Field Observer
53. FSC 203X – S-354 Facilities Unit Leader
54. FSC 203Y – Fire Command 1C
55. FSC 203Z – Fire and Safety Training Orientation
56. FSC 204(A-Z) – Fire Service Principles and Procedures
57. FSC 204B – 5430 Operations Section Chief
58. FSC 204D – Fire Crew Captain Operations
59. FSC 204S – Strike Team Leader-All Risk
60. FSC 205(A-Z) – Emergency Vehicle Operations
61. FSC 205F – Emergency Vehicle Operations
62. FSC 209(A-Z) – Drill: Firefighter Safety
63. FSC 209F – Basic Skills and Safety
64. FSC 209J – Drill-Live Fires
65. FSC 209L – Fire Company Drill
66. FSC 209M – Incident Safety Officer S-404
67. FSC 210 – Driver Operator 1A
68. FSC 211 – Driver Operator 1B
69. FSC 216 – Driver Operator 2A
70. **FSC 217(A-Z) – USDA Forest Service Organized Crew Training**
71. **FSC 217F – Power Saws S-212**
72. **GEOL 50 – Geology of California**  
   Butte GE; Area A  
   CSU GE; Area B
73. **PE 17 – Aerobics (Effective Term: Spring 2013)**  
   Core choice; AA General Physical Education  
   Butte GE; Area F  
   IGETC; Area 5A
74. **PE 18 – Fitness (Effective Term: Spring 2013)**  
   Core choice; AA General Physical Education  
   Core; AA Administration of Justice, change in units (from 37.5-41 to 35.5-39)  
   Core; AS Fire Technology, change in units (from 30 to 27)  
   Core; CA Fire Technology, change in units (from 27 to 24)  
   Butte GE; Area F
75. **PE 1J – Theory of Tennis (Effective Term: Spring 2013)**
76. **PE 23 – Wellness Workout T-Tapp (Effective Term: Spring 2013)**  
   Core choice; AA General Physical Education  
   Butte GE; Area F
77. **PE 47 – Varsity Women’s Golf (Effective Term: Spring 2013)**  
   Core choice; AA General Physical Education
78. **PE 65 – Varsity Women’s Basketball (Effective Term: Spring 2013)**  
   Core choice; AA General Physical Education
79. **PE 75 – Introduction to River Adventures (Effective Term: Spring 2013)**  
   Core choice; AA General Physical Education
80. **PE 84 – Beginning Snowboarding (Effective Term: Spring 2013)**  
   Core choice; AA General Physical Education  
   Butte GE; Area F
81. **PE 87 – Introduction to Backpacking (Effective Term: Spring 2013)**  
   Core choice; AA General Physical Education  
   Butte GE; Area F
82. **REC 10 – Foundation Leisure and Recreation (Effective Term: Spring 2013)**
83. **REC 85 – Fundamentals of Camping (Effective Term: Spring 2013)**  
   Core choice; AA General Physical Education
   The committee endorsed the deletion of these courses

6. **Miscellaneous Agenda Items**
   A. Pedagogical Cap Guidelines – B. Trolinger  
      - There is a draft document that will be presented at the next meeting  
      - Not straying from the narrative style, just trying to provide better guidance on supplied information when completing the documentation and relying on administrative review as they move through the approval chain.
   B. Next Meeting – October 29, 2012  
   C. Motion to Adjourn; J. Dahlgren, Second: J. White, Approval: Unanimous